THE MORE PEOPLE WAKE UP, THE MORE THE ELITES SCUMBAG COWARDS WILL CREATE CHAOS (video 2:07 min with signs) (with Transcript) 4.18.20

IMAGINE THAT - BUT BE AWARE - THE MORE PEOPLE WAKE UP, THE MORE THE ELITES SCUMBAG COWARDS WILL CREATE CHAOS (video 2:07 min) (with Transcript) 4.18.20
BANNED ON FACEBOOK, DELETED ON TWITTER - Recommended!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKsbEGAkvgE&feature=youtu.be

Signs shown (near the end)

TAKE YOUR PICTURE

WITH ONE OF THESE #

AND SHARE ON FACEBOOK OR TWITTER

#SayNoToBillGates

#NoNewNormal

THANKS FOR WATCHING!

FIND US ON INSTRAGRAM
@ALL.PEOPLE.ARE.ESSENTIAL

Transcript
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so it appears people are waking up all
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sorts of people this is from Robert F
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Kennedy Jr’s website an Instagram and
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Facebook are repeatedly deleting this
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shockingly enough but this should break
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your hearts you see what these two
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little kids are showing you this just
00:22
came over the country in the world like
a tidal wave like it was planned never
in the 52 years that I've been alive
have we ever had something like this
happen and then when it does happen
we've never seen such an outpouring of
medical professionals mainstream media
telling us that it is not what it seems
none of this can work unless we allow it
to this plan would never have worked if
we didn't allow it to look around do
some research diseases cannot spread
through the air
so the social distancing in the face
masks are ridiculous and as a matter of
fact just a couple of weeks ago the
Surgeon General of the United States of
America said that very thing that face
mass wouldn't help anyone but knowing
that the public's attention span is the
same as a goldfish by design they
decided to reinstate it social
distancing has become our new norm not
being able to go outside unless you let
the world's richest man Jam a needle in
your arm from a company called ID 2020
whose main goals are surveillance and
vaccines this is great that some people
are beginning to wake up but do not be
fooled they will go to the next level
you're gonna have to make a decision at
some point are you a grown-up are you
American are you gonna stand and fight
or are you gonna let these rich people
take this country away from us without
even firing a shot the total entire
choice is yours Richie from Boston and
I'm out